TAPER WEEK
Taper week general means a reduction in training time and
intensity. This means that with your regular diet containing a
decent carb intake your body will begin to store more
carbohydrates in the muscle to be used during your endurance
event.

RACING
NUTRITION
FOR PLANTBASED
RUNNERS

You will want to consider purposeful carb loading for any race of
the marathon distance or longer. This does not need to take place
until the day or two pre-race. I generally suggest eating and
drinking about 2,000 to 3,000 calories from carbs the day before
the race from food low in fiber to keep the food bulk down on
race morning. Yes, I just gave you an excuse to eat a little carton
of So Delicious vegan ice cream! Simply drinking some extra fruit
juices that day is a simple way to hydrate + carb load!

PRE-RACE & RACE MORNING
Generally, I suggest a small meal about an hour before the start.
Something light such as a PB&J, a couple small english muffins, or
some cereal can work well.
For events under the half marathon, taking in calories immediately
pre-race may not be needed. However, when it comes to the half
marathon distance and longer you may want to consider ~100
calories right before the start. A banana can work well! If you
want a sport specific fuel I suggest finding a "gel" that contains
enough liquid to not require being chased by water so you can
simply take that w/o water or save your water.
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For a race under an hour you likely won't need any fuel or
hydration during the run unless it's very hot out and you want to
carry a bottle.
Events in the half marathon range can benefit from a few calories
and a bit of water during the run. Events that are a couple hours
long or longer certainly require a dedicated nutritional strategy!
I typically suggest about a bottle of liquid per hour where you
drink to thirst. Don't force water intake but keep it at hand to
manage thirst. Some research suggests the discomfort of thirst
may contribute to your slowing just as much as other racing
discomforts can! So have hydration at hand to manage thirst!
Gels and gummies usually are around the 100 calorie range and
taking 200-300 calories hourly (counting the initial 100 right prerace) is wise for endurance events. Eating every 20-30 minute can
give you a good schedule.

POST-RACE
You'll want to take in some protein and carbohydrates after your event. Protein repairs the body and the carbs
replenish your fuel. 20g of protein is a fantastic amount to take in with 50-75g of carbs.
Most events will have some sort of calorie and hydration source at the end of your run. Honestly, grabbing
anything in such cases will work if you have no other option. Unfortunately, cow milk is still very common at race
finishes and one of the few protein sources available. I'll often try to plan ahead for my post-race nutrition and
bring something higher in protein.
The Clif BUILDER's Protein Bars are actually quite tasty with 20g of plant protein! I bring this one up because it's
so easy to find at almost all grocery stores. You can throw it in your post-race bag and be good to go with the bar
and some water or sport drink from the finish area.
I don't use bars on a super regular basis. While at an event, especially if you traveled there, such items are just
easy. After most long runs or workouts I may eat some overnight oats on the drive home from the trailhead or at
least sip on some high protein plant milk (see below).

PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS
Below are a number of products I've used and would personally suggest.
Pre & Intra Race Carb Sources
Spring Energy (click for 15% off)
Science in Sport Isotonic Gels (click for amazon link)
Tailwind Nutrition Powder (click for amazon link)
Post Workout
Silk Protein Nutmilk (click for amazon link)
Tailwind Rebuild Vegan Protein (click for amazon link) Single use powder packets, great for traveling!

EXAMPLE OF COACH KYLE'S 100K 3.8 MILE (~50MIN) TRAIL LOOPED ULTRA NUTRITION
PRE-RACE

DURING THE EVENT

1-2 CUPS OF BLACK COFFEE
1-2 CUPS OF OVERNIGHT OATS

(ROUGHLY)
1 BOTTLE OF (USUALLY) SPORT DRINK PER HOUR
HALF A BOTTLE SPORT DRINK AT THE AID STATION
1 SPRING ENERGY GEL OR BANANA AT THE END OF EACH
LOOP
1 SIS ISOTONIC GEL DURING EACH LOOP
.5 JIMMY JOHNS VEG SUB AT MILE 50
.33 TACO JOHNS SUPER POTATO OLE AT MILE 55

IMEDIATELY PRE-RACE
SIPPING ON SOME GATORADE
1 SPRING ENERGY GEL

POST RACE
REST OF TACO JOHNS SUPER POTATO OLE
SPORT DRINK

